This paper proposes a hybrid fuzzy logic-based part icle swarm optim ization (P SO ) w it h cross-mutated operation m ethod for the minimization of makespa n in permut ation flow shop scheduling problem. This problem is a typical non-determinist ic p olynomial-time (NP) hard comb inatorial optimization problem. In t he prop osed hybrid P SO , fuzzy inference syst em is applied to determine the inertia weight of P SO and the control paramet er of t he prop osed cross-m uta t ed operation by using human knowled ge. By introducing the fuzzy system, the inertia weight becomes adaptive. The cross-m utated opera tion effectively forces the solution to escap e t he local opt imum. To make PSO suit a ble for solving flow shop scheduling problem, a sequence-ord er system based on t he rou lette wheel m ech a nism is p roposed t o convert t he continuou s posit ion values of pa rticles to job permutation s. Meanwhile , a new local search t echnique namely swap-based loca l search for scheduling problem is d esigned and incorporat ed into hybrid P SO. Fin ally, a suite of flow shop benchmark functions a rc employed t o evaluat e the p erformance of the p roposed P SO for flow shop scheduling problems. Experiment a l results show empirically that the proposed method out p erforms significantly t he existing hybrid P SO methods.
Introduction
T he flow shop scheduling problem is a very complex combinational opt imization problem wit h many variations . P ermutation flow shop scheduling problem consist s of scheduling given jobs wit h same order at all machines. F low shop scheduling *Corresponding a u t hor. Email: St cvc.Ling@uts.cdu.a u problem is a Non-Polynomial (NP) hard problem, existing mathemat ical methods, i.e., integer programming, branch-and-prune method, dynamic programming, et c, are only applicable to small-scale problem and they are difficult to find the global solution of the problem. Thus, various global searching algorithms such as genetic algorithm (GA) 1 2 , Tabu search 3 , differential evolution 4 and ant colony optimization 5 6 are proposed to solve the flow shop scheduling problems. Recently, a new global searching algorithm namely particle swarm optimization (PSO) is widely used to different industrial areas such as power systems 7 8 9 , parameters learning of neural networks 10 25 , control 12 , inverse problem 13 , modelling 14 , and so on. Especially, PSO is effectively to tackle the flow shop scheduling problem 15 16 17 18 19 20 . In the paper 17 19 , PSO is presented to solve the flow shop problem, where the smallest position value (SPV) rule is developed to enable the continuous particle swarm optimization to be applied to all classes of sequencing problems. In addition, a local search method namely variable neighborhood search (VNS) is proposed for embedding in the PSO method to solve the flow shop problems 19 , and in t he paper 17 , simulated annealing based local search with multiple different neighborhoods is designed. In 18 , a hybrid PSO is used to solve the flow shop scheduling problem where simulated annealing (SA) algorithm is incorporated into PSO. In the paper 20 , a modified binary PSO algorit hm is presented to solve the flow shop problem, which all particles are coded with binary number.
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is inspired by the social behaviors of animals like fish schooling and bird flocking 21 . Comparing with other population based stochastic optimization methods, such as evolutionary algorithms, PSO has comparable or even superior search performance for many hard optimization problems with faster and more stable convergence rat es 22 . Furthermore, PSO has memory, previously visited best positions in PSO are remembered, while in evolution algorithms, which are forgotten once t he current population changes. However, observations reveal that PSO converges sharply in the early stage of the searching process, but saturates or even terminates in the later stage. It behaves like the traditional local searching methods that trap in local optima.
Recently, different hybrid PSO methods have been proposed to overcome the drawback of trapping in local optima. The hybrid PSO has been first proposed in 1998 23 , in which a standard selection mechanism is integrated with PSO. A new hybrid gradient descent PSO (HGPSO), which is integrated with gradient information to achieve faster convergence without getting t rapped in local minima is proposed 24 . However, the computat ional demand of HGPSO is increased by the process of the gradient descent. In addition, it is poor to handle the multimodel problem that contain many local minima. In the paper 25 , a hybrid PSO algorithm named HGAPSO is proposed , which incorporates GA's evolutionary operations of crossover, mutat ion and reproduction. In the paper 7 , a hybrid PSO named HP-SOM is proposed, in which a constant mutating space is used in mutation. In both HGAPSO and HPSOM, the solution space can be explored by performing mutation operations on particles along the search, and premature convergence is more likely to be avoided. However, the mutating space is kept unchanged all t he time throughout the search, and the space for the permutation of particles in PSO is also fixed. It can be improved by varying the mutating space along the search. A hybrid PSO with wavelet mutation operation (HPSOWM) is proposed 2 6 , which the mutating space is varying by applying wavelet theory. The solution quality and solution reliability (standard deviation upon many t rials) are improved.
In order to make PSO be suitable to solve the combinational (scheduling) problem, a converting process from the continuous position values of particles to job permutations is used. Conventionally, the Smallest Position Value (SPV) rule 17 18 19 28 29 is actually a mapping from an N-dimensional continuous space to a sequence with N numbers. The corresponding sequence is represented by the order of the vector. As we know, the positions of t he particles in PSO are updated that causes velocity and evolution. In some case, the positions of the particles are updated, the corresponding sequence is still unchange by using SPV rule 20 . This kind of inefficiency of the continuous space will result in the decrease in convergence rate. To overcome this drawback, a sequence-order system based on the roulette wheel mechanism is proposed in this paper. In this mech anism, the probability representation is instead of the position value which is represented by SPV rule.
In the paper 30 , an improved version of PSO with an inertia weight factor is introduced. The aim of the inertia weight provides a balance between the global exploration and local exploitation and it is governed by a linear characteristic function. However, not all the optimization problems are linear. Thus, in this paper, a hybrid fuzzy logic-based PSO with cross-mutated operation is proposed . This proposed approach can be divided into two main parts. First, an adapt ive inertia weight is proposed, which incorporates with the fuzzy inference system. Fuzzy logic is good in representing some expert knowledge and experience in some linguistic rule which can be easily understood by t he human being. Using fuzzy inference to determine the inertia weight of PSO, such that, the characteristic of function of mertia weight becomes nonlinear. It w1Il be shown that the nonlinear charact eristic of the inertia weight performs more better solution quality in this paper. Second, a new operation namely cross-mutated (CM) operation is introduced. The CM operation effectively solves the drawback of PSO, which makes PSO easier to trap in the local optima. In CM operation, the control parameter is determined by fuzzy rules and the operation becomes adaptive. Additionally, a swap-based loca l search method is designed for the local exploration on a discrete job permutation space. This method is used to fine tune the sequence of the flow shop scheduling problem. In this paper, a suite of benchmark problems for permutation flow shop scheduling problem are used to illustrate the performance of the proposed approach. The resulting adap-tive inertia weight and CM operation aid the proposed fuzzy logic-based PSO with cross-mutated operation to perform better solution quality and solut ion reliability compared with improved PSO (IPSO) 30 and other hybrid PSO methods 7 24 25 26 in solving a suite of benchmarking flow shop scheduling problems. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents t he formulation of flow shop scheduling problem. The implementation of the How shop scheduling problem with hybrid PSO will be discussed in Section 3. In this section, the solution representation, hybrid fuzzy-based PSO wit h cross-mutated operation, and the swap local search method are discussed. In Section 4, a suite of flow shop b enchmark problems will be given to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. Finally, a conclusion will be drawn in Section .5
Permutation Flow shop scheduling problem formulation
The formulation of the permutation flow shop scheduling problem is described in this section. Suppose there is a set of n jobs to be processed in a set of m machines in the same order. The processing time Pj,k for job j (j = 1, 2, ... , n) on machine k (k = 1, 2, ... , m) is given. The objective is to find a sequence for the processing of jobs in the machines to minimize the total completion time or makespan ( Cmax)· There are several assumptions on this scheduling problem 31 : 1) E ach job j can be processed at most on one machine k at the same time; 2) Each machine m can process only one job j at a time; 3)The processing of a job j on a machine k cannot be interrupted; 4) All jobs are independent and are available for processing at time 0; 5) The setup times of the jobs on machines are negligible; 6) The machines are continuously available; and 7) If the next machine on the sequence needed by a job is not available, the job can wait and join the queue at that machine.
Let 1r = J 1, J 2 , ... , J, denote a permutation of all jobs, and C(J 1 , k) denotes the completion time of job J 1 on the machine, then the completion time C(Jj, k) can be calculated as follows-
So, the flow shop problem with the makespan crit erion is to find a permutation 1r* in the set of all permutations II such that, (6) Hybrid fuzzy logic-based particle swarm optimization for flow shop scheduling problem 5 3. The hybrid fuzzy-based PSO for How shop scheduling 3.1. Solution representation: roulette wheel mechanism
As mentioned in the introduction section, the existing solution representation method, smallest position value (SPV) rule has a drawback which is to decrease the convergence rate and performance. In this section, a sequence-order system based on the roulette wheel mechanism is proposed. In this method, the value of the continuous position of particles represents the probability of the higher ranking. In other words, the position of the higher value of the element of particles will have a higher chance to be select to job sequence list firstly. In this section, the process of the methodology is discussed and an example is given to illustrate the methodology.
Methodology
The process of the solution representation with roulette wheel mechanism is described as follows. Fig. 1 shows the roulette wheel mechanism.
(1) Given a continuous position (element) of the particle Xj, j = 1, 2, ... , n.
(2) Assign a probability qj to t he Xj such that :
should equal to 1. [23 , 12, 41, 6] , the corresponding sequence is represented by the order of the value. For example, in decent order, 41 is the largest value, so the first of the sequence should be 3; the second largest value is 2, so the second job of sequence should be 1. Thus, we can obtain the corresponding job sequence 1r is [3, 1, 2, 4].
Example
The whole process is illustrated by the following example. The dimension of the particle of PSO is 5. The step-by-step process is list ed as follows:
(1) Given a continuous position (element) of particle When the element of the particle in PSO is updated, the probability representation is also updated to reflect the order of the job sequence. Considering the previous example, where the continuous posit ion is [0.1 , 0.7, 0.3, 0.5, 0.4], by using SPV rule, the smallest posit ion value is 0.1, so the job 1 is assigned to be the first job; the second smallest value 1s 0.3, so the JOb 3 1s ass1gned to be the second JOb and so on. Finally, the job sequence 1r should be [ 1 3 5 4 2]. Now, the value of t he element of particle is updated in next generation and the updated continuous posit ion is [0.1 , 0.7, 0.3, 0.55, 0.35]. By using SPV rule, the job sequence 1r should b e [1 3 54 2], which is no different. This kind of inefficiency of the continuous space will result in the decrease in convergence rate and degrade the performance of opt imization process. Because of this drawback, t he proposed roulette wheel mechanism is used to overcome this drawback and performs faster convergence than SPV rule. With the same example in SPV rule, the updated continuous position is [0.1, 0. 7, 0.3, 0.55, 0.35]. Assuming the set of the random number is unchanged. The 8 1 to 85 (in
Step (5)) is changed to S = [5, 30, 18, 27, 20] and finally the job sequence 1r should be [2 4 53 1]. We can see that the job sequence is updated in the second and third 
. Hybrid fuzzy logic-based particle swarm optimization
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a stochastic optimization method which was developed in 1995 21 . It models the processes of the sociological behaviors associated with the bird flocking and the fish schooling. It uses a number of particles that constitute a swarm. Each particle traverses the search space looking for t he global optimum. Recently, an improved PSO is proposed 30 where constriction and inertia weight factors are introduced and the searching ability is improved in comparison with the standard PSO 21 . The process diagram of the PSO with constriction and inertia weight fact ors (IPSO) is shown in Fig.2 . In this paper, a fuzzy logic-based particle swarm optimization with cross-mutated operation namely FPSOCM is proposed to solve flow shop scheduling problem and shown in Fig. 3 . The details of both IPSO and FPSOCM will be discussed as follows.
PSO with constriction and inertia weight fa ctors (IPSO)
From Fig.2 , X (t) is denoted as a swarm at the t-th it eration. Each particle x i (t) E X (t) contains n elements xj (t) E xi (t) at the t-th iteration, where i = 1, 2, ... , 'I and j = 1, 2, ... , n; 'I denotes the number of particles in the swarm and n is t he dimension of a particle. First, t he particles of the swarm are initialized and then evaluated by a defined cost (objective) function. The evaluation cost value is represented by f ( x ' i ( t)) . In the same time, current generation number t is initially set at 0. The objective of PSO is to minimize the cost values of particles iteratively.
The swarm evolves from iteration t + 1 by repeating the processes as shown in F ig.2.
The standard PSO 21 operation is discussed as follows. In PSO, there has one important term and called velocity. The velocity is corresponding to the flight speed in t he search space. The velocity vj (t) and the position x'~ (t) of t he j-th element of the p-th particle at the t-th generation can be calculated using the following formulae:
and
where
.. gn] ; the best position of a particle i is represented as pi; the position of the best particle among all the particles is represented as g; r 1 and r2 return a uniform random number in the range of [0,1]. In 30 , an improved version of PSO (IPSO) is presented, where the constriction factor and inertia weight factor are introduced. Here, when the PSO with constriction factor and inertia weight factor is used, (7) will be changed to:
where w is an inert ia weight factor; cp1 and cp2 are acceleration constants; k is a constriction factor derived from the stability analysis of equation (9) to ensure the system to be converged but not prematurely 30 . Mathematically, k is a function of cp1 and cp2 as reflected in the following equation:
where cp = cp1 + 'P2 and cp > 4.
IPSO utilizes pi and g to modify the current search point in order to avoid the particles moving in the same direction, but to converge gradually toward pi and g. A suitable selection of the inertia weight w provides a balance between t he global and local explorations. Generally, w (t) is governed by the following equation:
where t is t he current iteration number, T is t he total number of iteration, Wrnin and Wrnax are the upper and lower limits of the inertia weight, and normally set to 0.1 and 1.1 respectively 26 ·'~.
In (9), t he particle velocity is limited by a maximum value Vmax· The parameter Vmax determines the resolution with which regions are to be searched between the present position and the target posit ion. This limit enhances the local exploitation of the problem space and it realistically simulates the incremental changes of human learning. If Vrnax is too high, particles might fly past good solutions. If Vrnax is too small, particles may not explore sufficiently beyond local solutions. Empirically, Vrnax is often set at 10% to 20% of the dynamic range of the element on each dimension.
A new swarm X(t) is updated after the velocity of all particles are updated. In this sect ion, t he fuzzy logic-based PSO with cross-mut ated operation for flow shop scheduling is presented. The process diagram is shown in Fig. 3 . In this proposed method, there are two main contributions that will enhance the performance of is proposed to improve the solution quality of searching. Secondly, cross-mutated ( CM) operation is given to solve the drawback of IPSO that it is easier to trap into local minima. From this figure, we can see that the adaptive inertia weight wk(t) and the control parameter (3 (t) of CM operation are determined by a fuzzy inference system. The details of the operation of FPSOCM is given in the next subsection.
Adaptive inertia weight
In IPSO, the inert ia weight is used to provide a balance between the global exploration and local exploitation. A linear inertia weight is governed by the equation (11) . From this equation, when the value of t / T is smaller which implies that it is doing global exploration. Similarly, higher value of tjT implies that it is doing fine-tuning (local exploitation). We can see that the characteristic of this function is linear. However, some of the optimization problems are nonlinear. Thus, an adaptive (nonlinear) inertia weight is proposed to enhance the performance of the searching. In this paper, an adaptive inertia weight wk(t) is proposed, which is incorporated with a fuzzy inference system. In a fuzzy inference system, there are two inputs and two outputs. One of the output is adapt ive inertia weight wk(t), the other one is control parameter (3(t) of CM (It will discussed in later ). The inputs of the fuzzy system are c;(t)/ llc;(t)ll and tjT. c;(t)/ lldt)ll is a normalized standard deviation of cost value among all the particles. A larger value of~ (t)/11~ (t)ll implies that the variance between each cost value of particle f ( XP ( t)) is larger. Conversely, when the value of ~ ( t) / II~ ( t) II is smaller, that means the variance between each cost value of particle f(Xi(t)) is smaller. In other words, the location of each particles are closer. The formulation of~ (t)/lldt) II is defined as follows: 
llNi (~ (t) / 11~ (t) ll) and llNi (t/ T ) are the membership function corresponding to 1 2 N· { and N~ respectively. Noting that the value of wk(t) will replace the value of w(t) in (9) to produce a new v} (t) with adaptive inert ia weight. Thus, t he new velocity will be changed to
In the proposed algorithm, there are 3 membership functions for each input and shown in Fig. 4 . The 3 fuzzy terms are namely L (Low), M (Middle) , and H (High).
Based on the characteristic of<; (t)/ 11<: (t)ll and t jT, t here are 9 linguist ic IF-THEN fuzzy rules and the fuzzy rule table for determine wk(t) is shown in Fig. 5 (a) . The rationale of the selected fuzzy rules for determine Wk (t) is described as follows: the value of Wk (t) is determined by fuzzy inputs<; (t)/11<: (t) II and t/T. The value of t /T represents the iteration stage (smaller value of t/T represents the searching process in the early stage, a larger value of tjT represents the searching process in the later stage). The value of Wk (t) should be higher as t he value of tjT is smaller (in early stage) implies that a larger value of velocity of particle element is given for global searching. Similarly, a larger value of t jT implies that a higher value of velocity of particle element for local searching. Because of it, the values of Wk (t) at t jT is "L", are larger than t jT is set at"M" . For the same reason, t he values of Wk (t) at tjT is "M" are larger than that as t jT is "H" . The value of wk (t) should be smaller as tjT increase in order to reduce the value of velocity of particle element for fine-tuning.
As mentioned before, <; (t) / 11<: (t) ll is a normalized standard deviat ion of cost value among all t he particles. A larger value of<; (t)/ 1 1<: (t)ll implies that t he variance between each cost value of particle f (Xi ( t)) is larger. In other words, t he location of each particle is far away. At tjT is "L", which the searching process is in early stage and when <:(t)/ ll<:(t) II is "H", that implied the location of each part icle is far away in early stage. Thus, a larger value of Wk (t) should b e given for global exploration.
In a special case, when<; (t)/11<: (t) ll is "L", that implies the location of each particle is closed in early stage.
We also set Wk (t) to a larger value, because there has a high chance t hat the solutions are trap into local optima (it is affected from the smaller value of<; (t)/ 11<: (t)ll).
Therefore, a larger value of Wk (t) is given to force t he particle escape the local optima. As the value of<; (t)/11 <: (t) ll is "M", we set the value of Wk (t) is slight smaller than that <:(t)/ll<:(t) ll is "L" a nd <:(t)/ ll <:(t) ll is "H" in early stage (t/T is "L" ). When tjT is "M", which the searching process is in middle stage. The rationale of the suggested value of Wk (t) is similar to rules that when When t jT is "L" . However, there is one difference that when<; (t) / 11<: (t) II is "L", the value of wk (t) is smaller than <:(t) /l l<:(t) II is "H". It is because the optimal solution may be found in middle stage where a smaller value of WA: (t) is given. At t /T is "H" , which the searching process is in later stage . In this stage, the searching process is undergo fine-tuning process (local exploitation) to find the optimal solution. Because of it, when the value of<; (t) / II<: (t) II is "L" that implied the position of most part icles are closed and near the best solution. Thus, a smallest value of wk (t) is given.
Cross-mutated operation
In this section, a cross-mutated (CM) operation is introduced. This new CM operation is merged the idea of crossover and mutation operation of genetic algorithm. The aim of the CM operation is forcing the particle t o escape the local optima. Furthermore, a control parameter (3 (t) is introduced into the CM operation, and the operatwn becomes more adapt1ve. Th1s control parameter 1s governed by some fuzzy rules with t he human knowledge. By introducing the CM operation, the performance of the proposed PSO method is improved.
The details of the CM operation is as follows . Every velocity of the particle element in the swarm will have a chance to undergo CM operation, which is governed by a probability of cross-mutated operation, Pcm E [ 0 1], defined by t he user. For each velocity of t he particle element, a random number Rem between 0 and 1 will be generated such that if it is less t han or equivalent to Pcm, the CM operation will take place on that element. The sensitivity of the Pcm with experimental results and the analysis will b e discussed later. The choice of the Pcm will affect the quality of the solution.
The result ing velocity of the particle element under the CM operation is given by: (18) where iij (t) = ~ {Pmax; + Pmin; } + ~ {r::~ · (Pmax1 + Pmin;)} · (19) vj ( t) is determined by (17) , iij ( t ) is a random velocity of particle element and the value of this velocity is randomly generated and bounded with 0.25 of the dynamic range of the particle element. r 3 E [ -1 1] is an uniform random number. In (18), the resulting velocity of particle element vj (t) is combined with the information of vj ( t) and ii_j ( t) . This information exchanging process is like as crossover operation.
However, in CM operation, v.f (t) is changed (mutated) one-by-one which is like as mutation operation. Therefore, we called it is cross-mut ated (CM) operation.
In (18), the control parameter ~(t) provides a balance to control t he resulting velocity vj (t) converge toward v~ (t) or v_j (t). If ~(t) is approaching 0, the v} (t) will tends to the v~ (t) . Conversely, when ~(t) is approaching 1,the v.} (t) will tends to the iij (t). The proposed random velocity iij (t) in (19) has ability to force t he particle element to escape the local optima with a random movement. In t his operation, the value of the ~(t) is governed by nine fuzzy-rules . The fuzzy inference system is same as before we mentioned. The inputs of the fuzzy system are same. They are <; (t)/ 11.:; (t)ll and t j T. Now, there are 9linguistic fuzzy rules and the fuzzy rule table for determine ~(t) is shown in Fig. 5 (b) . The rationale of the selected fuzzy rules is similar to the rules of adaptive inertia weight in last sub-section. The brief description of the choosing fuzzy rules for CM operation is given as follows: the value of ~(t) is determined by <; (t) /11<; (t)ll and tjT, and some fuzzy rules. As mention before, the value of the t j T represents the iteration stage. We can see as t j T is "L" , where the searching process is in early stage and as t j T is "H", where the searching process is in later stage, t he values of ~(t) in early stage are larger than the values of ~(t) in later stage. It is because a significant random velocity (higher value of ~(t) in (18)) provides a global exploration in early stage. Conversely, the effect of the random velocity should be reduced in later stage for fine-tuning (local exploitation) with smaller value of ~(t).
Till now, we have discussed about the effect of the<; (t) / 11<; (t) ll , the concept is same as the rules of adaptive inertia weight. In the early stage, when<; (t)/ 11 <; (t) ll is "L", that implies the location of each particle is closed. Thus, we need to set the value of ~(t) to be larger than that when <;(t)/ ll <;(t) ll is "M" . The reason lies in the fact that a higher chance that t he solution being trapped into a local optimum. Conversely, in t he later stage, the searching process undergoes fine-tuning process (local exploitation) to find the optimal solution. Because of this, when t he value of <; (t)/11<; (t)ll is "L" that implies the position of most particles are closed (similar) Hybrid fuzzy logic-based particle swarm optimization for fiow shop scheduling problem 15 and near the best solution. Thus, a smallest value of f3(t) is given.
After the CM operation, an updated swarm is generated. Next, convert all the particles in the swarm to job permutat ion K(t) by using the sequence-order system based on the roulette wheel mechanism. This mechanism is presented on section 3.1. After going through the process of the sequence-order system, a set of job sequence will be formed and then undergo swap based local search operation for local exploration on a job permutation space.
Swap based-Local search
Local searches are very important for the exploitation. In this paper, a swap-based local search method is designed for fine-tuning on the flow shop scheduling problem. The operation of this local search is simply to swap the selected two job order number. The operation of swap based local searching method is described as follows.
( Fig.6 . In this figure, the job 7 and the job 1 are selected to undergo the swap process. After going through the swap operation, a new job sequence is generated. By using (1)-(5), a updated makespan Cmax will be evaluated. The optimization process will repeat until a termination condition is met. The iterative process will be terminated when a defined number of iteration is met . 
Computational results
To test the performance of the proposed FPSOCM to flow shop scheduling problem, computational simulation is carried out with a suite of flow shop b enchmark problems 32 . In this paper, 8 benchmark problems 32 from OR-Library are given. • Probability of cross-mutated operation (Pcm) :
Experimental setup
Pe· rn = 0.05 for Car3, Car8; Pcm = 0.01 for Carl, Car2, Car4, Car5, Car6, Car7,;
For HPSOWM, HPSOM, and HGAPSO:
• Probability of mutation operation (Pm): it is chosen by trial and error through experiments for good performance for all functions. (Pm = 0.2 for Carl-Car8)
For HPSOWM:
• Shape parameter of the wavelet mutation: it is chosen by t rial and error through experiments for good performance for all functions • Parameter g of the wavelet mutation: 10000
For HGPSO:
• Learning rate: it is chosen by trial and error through experiment s for good performance for all functions
For HGAPSO:
• Probability of crossover operation: 0.8
Results
In this section, the results for the 8 flow shop problem are given to validate t he FPSOCM, which is proven to perform well on flow shop scheduling problem. The experimental results in terms of the average relative error (ARE), best relative error (BRE), and worst relative error (WRE) are summarized in Table 1 . Relative error (RE) is defined as (C*-Crna:x) /C* where C * is the optimal value known so far and Crnax is the value given by the algorithm. ARE is the average relative error of the 20 runs of t he result, which is given by ARE=L::7~1 REi· BRE a nd WRE are the best RE and worst RE among all the run respectively. The number of iterations 100 is adopted in all approaches.
From the table, we can see that FPSOCM algorithm obtains a smaller ARE, BRE and WRE in all problems. In problem Car6 which is a 8 jobs 9 machines flow shop scheduling problem, the ARE of the FPSOCM is 0. Comparing with other algorithms, only FPSOCM can reach the optimal value. In Problem Car3, the ARE of FPSOCM is 0.06 which imply around 2.5-6 times improvement compared wit h other algorithm. Similarly, in Problem Car5, the ARE of FPSOCM is 0.019 which imply around 8-18 times improvement.
To illustrate the solution stability achieved by the algorithms, the standard deviations (STD) of the results obtained by all algorithms are shown in Table 1 . A smaller standard deviation implies that the algorit hm produces a more stable solution. If the algorithm produces a better mean value and smaller standard deviation, it implies that this algorithm can obtain solutions with better performance in terms of solution quality and solution stability. From Table 1 , all the algorithms can found the optimal value (BRE=O). However, comparing with the other algorithms and the proposal FPSOCM, the ARE and STD obtained by the other algorithms are worse t han those obtained by the FPSOCM. By unitizing t he proposed fuzzy inference system into t he FPSOCM, the inertia weight, which is governed by a set of fuzzy rules, can be adapted with t he diversity of t he positions of the part icles. Therefore, unlike the other algorithms, the proposed fuzzy inference system aids the FPSOCM to generate more stable solutions. Apart from this mechanism, the cross-mutated operation is proposed to unitize to the proposed FPSOCM. The cross-mutated operation IS governed by some fuzzy rules, wh1ch effectively force the solutiOn t o escape the local minimum. With the proposed adaptive initial weight and the proposed cross-mutated operation, the FPSOCM performs better in terms of solution quality (best mean value) and solution stability (smallest standard deviation) t han the other tested algorithms. As conclude, FPSOCM algorithm for flow shop scheduling problem to minimize makespan is more effective.
In order to demonstrate the statistical significance of differences bet ween the results obtained by the proposed algorithm and the ot her tested algorithms, t-tests were conducted A t-test table are summari zed in Table 2 The t-test is a statistical method to evaluate the significant difference between two algorithms. The t-value will be negative if the first algorithm is better than the second, and posit ive if it is mean value of the first method and t he second method respectively, a 1 and a 2 are the standard deviations of the first method and the second method respectively, ~ is the degree of freedom. When the t-value is smaller than -1.33 (degree of freedom = 19) , there is a significant difference between the two algorithms with a 80% confidence level. When the t-value is smaller than -2.09 and -2.86 (degree of freedom = 19) , there is a significant difference between the two algorithms with a 95% and 99% confidence level. From the table, we can see that FPSOCM is statistically significant. Firstly, all the t-values are negative which implied that the FPSOCM is better than the others. Secondly, most of the t-values are smaller t han -1.33 which implied that the proposed algorithm is a significant with a 80% confidence level and some of the t-values are smaller than -2.09 and -2.86 which implied that the FPSOCM is a significant with a 95-99% confidence level.
To further present the performance of the proposed FPSOM, a comparison was made between the proposed algorithm with results of SGA, PM-NONEH, SGA+NEH and EM listed in the work 34 35 36 . The results are listed in Table  3 . As shown, FPSOM with its 20 executions, has less ARE than the other concurrent algorithms, according to t his further t est, the proposed FPSOM with wave mutation outperforms conventional algorithms with regard to the accuracy.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a hybrid particle swarm optimization which incorporates a fuzzy system and a new cross-mutated operation to tackle job shop scheduling problem. An adaptive inertia weight of PSO is presented. It is determined by a fuzzy system. Moreover, in order to solve the local optimum problem of PSO, a new operation namely cross-mutated operation is proposed. proposed operations, the solution quality is improved. The performance of the proposed hybrid PSO is compared with other hybrid PSOs with respect to the same set of How scheduling problems. The results demontrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm for the How shop scheduling problem.
